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Abstract
Crustacean motor pattern-generating networks have played central roles in understanding the cellular and network bases of rhythmic motor patterns for over half a century. We review here the four best investigated of these systems: the stomatogastric, ventilatory, cardiac, and swimmeret systems. Generally applicable observations arising from this work include (1) neurons with active, endogenous cell properties (endogenous bursting, postinhibitory rebound, plateau potentials), (2) non-hierarchical (distributed) network synaptic connectivity patterns characterized by high levels of inter-neuronal connections, (3) nonspiking neurons and graded transmitter release, (4) multiple modulatory inputs, (5) networks that produce multiple patterns and have flexible boundaries, and (6) peripheral properties (proprioceptive feedback loops, low-frequency muscle filtering) playing an important role in motor pattern generation or expression.

Introduction
Understanding the genesis of rhythmic motor patterns such as walking and swimming has long been a fundamental goal of neuroscience. This interest was heightened by later discoveries that multiple simultaneous rhythms are present in brain activity, and that these rhythms change as a function of arousal and attention [1–9]. Invertebrate preparations have always played a prominent role in these studies because these preparations are often easily maintained in vitro and often have anatomically distributed nervous systems (as opposed to the highly centralized systems found in vertebrates), large neurons that are easily recorded from and repeatedly identifiable in different animals of the same species, and fixed neuron populations and synaptic connections. Indeed, the crayfish and locust were the first preparations in which it was unambiguously demonstrated that central pattern generators (CPGs) – neural networks capable of spontaneously producing rhythmic, patterned neural outputs in the absence of sensory feedback or patterned central input – exist [10, 11]. Subsequent work in a large variety of systems showed that in all cases, CPGs generate the fundamental rhythmicity and phasing of rhythmic motor patterns [12], resolving a 50-year controversy whether such patterns were generated by spontaneous central rhythmicity or via a reflex chain in which the sensory feedback generated by each individual movement in the pattern triggered the pattern’s next movement.
However, as often occurs when dichotomous choices are forced on data, in reality, the relative importance of spontaneous central rhythmicity and movement-induced sensory feedback varies tremendously from motor pattern to motor pattern. In particular, motor patterns such as terrestrial locomotion – in which cycle-by-cycle variation in response to a variable substrate is critical for behavioral competence, and failure to maintain proper phasing of motor pattern movements in even one cycle could be catastrophic – often so depend on sensory feedback that it is very difficult to induce isolated nervous systems to produce any rhythmic output at all. There is consequently a distinct bias in experimental work on the cellular level toward motor patterns that are less dependent on sensory input (e.g. swimming, flying, respiration, heartbeat, gut movements), although even in these cases sensory feedback often dramatically increases CPG cycle frequency and robustness of neuron firing. Evidence of this bias is present in this article by the absence of a section on crustacean walking, for which, although a great deal is known about locomotor reflexes [13–16], the CPG network remains unidentified.

Given that the primary goal of invertebrate work is to gain insight into higher, and particularly human, nervous system function, whether work on a biased subset of invertebrate CPGs can provide generally applicable principles is a valid question. Two observations suggest that this is likely true. The first is evolutionary. Vertebrates (Deuterostomia), worms and mollusks (Lophotrochozoa), and arthropods and nematodes (Ecdysozoa) all have nervous systems that support locomotory, food searching, eating, escape, and reproductive movements, and jellyfish (Radiata) have nervous systems that produce rhythmic locomotory movements. Deuterostomia, Lophotrochozoa, and Ecdysozoa separated at least 500 million years ago. Bilateria (of which Deuterostomia, Lophotrochozoa, and Ecdysozoa are branches) and Radiata separated an unknown but presumably great period earlier. These observations suggest that nervous systems capable of producing rhythmic movements arose very early in animal evolution (presumably present in the last common ancestor of Radiata and Bilateria). Despite their great subsequent divergence, it might be expected that, given evolution’s generally conservative nature, remnants of this common ancestry are still present in both invertebrates and vertebrates. Second, and perhaps more convincing, history shows that this approach works. The list of neural and network properties first described in invertebrates and now known to be also present in vertebrates includes the ionic basis of the action potential, many of the known membrane conductances, CPGs, endogenously bursting neurons, plateau properties, nonspiking neurons, nonspiking (graded) transmission, neural network modulation, multifunctional neural networks, and neural networks with changing neuronal complements (e.g. neurons switching between different networks and network fusion).

Crustacean CPG networks have played key roles in many of these discoveries. We review here four crustacean CPGs that are completely or partly known on the cellular level: the extremely well-described stomatogastric system and the ventilatory, heartbeat, and swimmeret CPGs. Particularly important advances from this work include the importance of endogenous, active membrane properties in network neurons; the distributed, nonhierarchical nature of many of the network synaptic connectivity diagrams; the presence of multiple neuromodulatory inputs that alter network output; network flexibility; and the frequent presence of nonspiking neurons and graded synaptic transmission.

The Stomatogastric System

Overview

The stomatogastric neuromuscular system generates the rhythmic movements of the four regions of the crustacean stomach: the esophagus, cardiac sac, gastric mill, and pylorus (fig. 1a, b) [17]. The esophagus moves food from the mouth to the cardiac sac, where it is mixed with digestive fluids. The softened food is then chewed by internal teeth in the gastric mill, and the pylorus filters the chewed food into three streams, one for absorption, one for further chewing by the gastric mill, and one for excretion. The stomatogastric nervous system lies on the surface of the stomach (red, fig. 1b) and contains almost all the neurons of the esophageal, cardiac sac, gastric mill, and pyloric CPG networks. These networks are composed almost exclusively of motor neurons, which both elicit muscle contraction and fulfill the rhythmmogenic and pattern formation roles typically performed in other systems by a premotor interneuronal network. This happenstance has greatly facilitated network description, and in the lobster, Panulirus interruptus, the complete neuronal complements and synaptic connectivity diagrams are known for the cardiac sac, gastric mill, and pyloric networks (fig. 1c) [17–30]. Three notable characteristics of these networks are (1) the high degree of neuron interconnectivity in the gastric mill and pyloric networks, (2) the lack of a serial, hierarchical arrangement in the gastric mill and pyloric
networks, and (3) the high degree of internetwork interactions.

These internetwork connections and the region’s anatomical and functional relationships suggest that cardiac sac, gastric mill, and pylorus movements would be coordinated. Simultaneous recordings from the three networks support this expectation (fig. 1d). Cardiac sac neural output consists of long (2–8 s) simultaneous bursts of action potentials in all three cardiac sac network neurons (inferior ventricular nerve through fibers, cardiac dilator 1, and cardiac dilator 2) approximately once per minute (one burst is shown schematically in the top trace; fig. 1d). The gastric mill is a faster (cycle period 5–10 s) multiphasic rhythm, i.e., the gastric mill neurons do not all fire together, but instead each gastric mill cycle consists of a sequence in which first some, and then other, and then still other gastric mill neurons fire, after which the sequence repeats. The trace shown is an extracellular recording of one gastric mill neuron type, the Gastric Mill (GM) neurons. The remaining traces show the activity of all five pyloric motor neuron types: Ventricular Dilator (VD), Pyloric Dilator (PD), Lateral Pyloric (LP), Pyloric (PY), and Inferior Cardiac (IC). The pyloric pattern is even faster (cycle period approximately 1 s), and is also multiphasic. Not shown is the less well-defined esophageal rhythm, which has a 5- to 10-second cycle period.

During cardiac sac bursts (fig. 1d: grey rectangle), the gastric mill and pyloric neural outputs are altered: the gastric mill pauses, VD and PD neuron activity increases, and PY and IC neuron activity decreases [27, 31]. Pyloric activity is also altered during each gastric mill cycle (fig. 1d: delineated by the dashed lines): PY neuron activity decreases just before, and IC neuron activity just after, each GM neuron burst [23, 32]. Not visible on this time scale is a decrease in PD neuron activity that occurs during each GM neuron interburst interval. These changes are sufficient that, due to slow integrative properties in the muscles, some pyloric muscles primarily express cardiac sac and gastric mill motor patterns even though no cardiac sac or gastric mill motor neurons innervate the muscles (see below) [33, 34]. In other species, these interactions are sufficient that an integer number of pyloric cycles occurs in each gastric mill cycle [35, 36]. As such, although the cardiac sac, gastric mill, and pyloric networks are distinct (each network’s neurons cycle as separate sets with different cycle periods), and are often studied in isolation, the stomatogastric nervous system is a set of centrally interacting networks that produce a coordinated set of stomach motor patterns.

**Multifunctional Networks with Flexible Boundaries**

In response to the application of neuromodulatory substances or stimulation of central or sensory inputs, the stomatogastric nervous system produces an extraordinarily wide range of neural outputs by (1) individual neural networks producing multiple outputs [37–54], (2) neurons switching from one network to another [55–60], and (3) networks fusing into larger, aggregate networks [61–63]. The ability of individual networks to produce multiple outputs is of two types. First, analogous to fast and slow swimming, the networks can produce the ‘same’ pattern at different cycle periods (i.e., normalized to cycle period, the delays between different neuron bursts, and burst durations are constant) [64]. Second, single networks can produce different neural patterns in which the relative delays and burst durations change (analogous to changing swimming strokes). In the example shown in figure 2a, proctolin was applied to the pyloric network, which greatly increased LP neuron burst duration. Figure 2b shows an example of a neuron switching between neural networks. In the first panel (gastric mill network silent), the lateral posterior gastric (LPG) neuron fired once every PD neuron burst. However, when the gastric mill network was active, the LPG neuron instead fired in time with the dor-

---

**Fig. 1. a** A photograph of the lobster stomach. **b** A schematic showing the 4 regions of the stomach, the stomatogastric nervous system (red), and 2 pyloric muscles, the dorsal and ventral dilators. Nerve abbreviations: pdn = pyloric dilator; pyn = pyloric; lvn = lateral ventricular; mvn = medial ventricular. Ganglion abbreviations: STG = stomatogastric; CG = commissural. **c** Cardiac sac, gastric mill, and pyloric intra- and internetwork synaptic connectivity. Circles, triangles, and circles and triangles: inhibitory, excitatory, and mixed inhibitory and excitatory chemical synapses. Resistors: nonrectifying electrical coupling; diodes: rectifying electrical coupling. ivnTF = Inferior ventricular nerve through fibers; CD1, CD2 = Cardiac Dilator 1 and 2; MG = Median Gastric; LG = Lateral Gastric; Int1 = Interneuron 1; AM = Anterior Median. Modified from Thuma et al. [34]. **d** Cardiac sac, gastric mill, and pyloric network activity. Top trace: schematic of cardiac sac burst. The cardiac dilator (CD) 1 and CD2 neurons and the inferior ventricular nerve through fibers simultaneously fire a many second burst (solid bar) approximately every minute. Second trace: extracellular recording of GM neuron activity. Gastric mill bursts last for 2–3 s and gastric mill cycle period is approximately 5 s. The gastric mill network neurons do not fire simultaneously, but instead with fixed phase relationships (e.g. the DG and AM neurons fire out of phase with the GM neurons, not shown). Traces 3–7: extracellular (VD, IC) and intracellular (PD, LP, PY) recordings of pyloric network neurons. Pyloric cycle period is approximately 1 s, and the pyloric neurons fire in a fixed order, PD first, then LP and IC, and then VD and PY. Note the strong alterations of gastric mill and pyloric activity during cardiac sac network bursts, and of pyloric activity during the gastric mill cycle.
sal gastric (DG) neuron (and hence also the rest of the gastric mill network). Figure 2c shows an example of gastric mill and cardiac sac network fusion – in the top panel, the two networks are cycling independently, whereas in the bottom panel, the neurons of both networks cycle together in a new, conjoint pattern. Note that the cycle period of the new pattern is different from that of either the gastric mill or cardiac sac networks when apart, and thus this is not an example of the neurons of one network joining another.

Mechanisms Supporting Motor Pattern Generation and Pattern Flexibility

The mechanisms underlying network rhythmicity and neuron phase relationships are best understood in the pyloric network. All network synapses are inhibitory. Although the neurons fire bursts of spikes that travel to their extraganglionic targets, intranetwork synapses are graded and correctly timed network oscillations continue even in tetrodotoxin (TTX) [65–69]. When the network is receiving modulatory input from higher centers, its rhythmicity is primarily due to endogenous bursting ability in the Anterior Burster (AB) neuron (although under these conditions, all pyloric neurons are endogenous bursters [70], the AB neuron cycles most rapidly and entrains the other neurons to its period). The AB and PD neurons are electrically coupled and therefore burst together. These neurons inhibit all other pyloric neurons. After the AB/PD neuron burst ends, these other neurons fire because of two endogenous characteristics, plateau properties [71, 72] and postinhibitory rebound. Neurons that plateau have, in addition to a stable hyperpolarized rest membrane potential, a semistable suprathreshold depolarized membrane potential. The neurons can be triggered to move from the rest to the depolarized plateau by brief depolarizations (fig. 2d). Postinhibitory rebound is a property in which inhibition below rest activates hyperpolarization-activated depolarizing conductances, and thus after inhibition, the neuron depolarizes above rest. As a result of these two characteristics, the neurons inhibited by the AB/PD neuron ensemble depolarize above plateau threshold after the AB/PD burst, and thus themselves fire a burst. The phase relationships among these ‘follower’ neurons (the LP and IC neurons fire first, and then the PY and PD neurons) result from their differing cellular properties (the PY neurons rebound more slowly than the LP and IC neurons [73]), and the synaptic connectivity of the network (the LP and IC neurons inhibit the PY and PD neurons).

Although this explanation is adequate for some network conditions, it is not complete. For example, the network continues to produce a rapid rhythmic output even if the AB neuron is killed. Network rhythmicity in this case is unlikely to be due to the endogenous bursting abilities of the other neurons, as their inherent cycle periods are considerably longer (several seconds) than the 1-second cycle period of the network. In this situation, a different method of rhythmogenesis, half-center oscillation [74], is likely responsible. Key to this mechanism is mutual inhibition between neurons, e.g. the LP and PD neurons. For neurons with postinhibitory rebound and plateau properties, this synaptic arrangement can induce rhythmogenesis as follows. If the PD neuron is induced to plateau, it will inhibit the LP neuron. After the PD neuron plateau ends, the LP neuron will plateau and fire due to postinhibitory rebound. This inhibits the PD neuron, which therefore rebounds and fires after the LP neuron burst ends, and the cycle continues.
In the animal, the AB neuron is presumably never dead, and these multiple rhythmogenic mechanisms therefore presumably do not exist as a fail-safe redundancy to maintain pyloric activity in the unlikely event of AB neuron ablation. They instead presumably reflect, as also does what a priori appears to be the ‘overly’ complex synaptic connectivity of the network, the ability of the network to produce multiple patterns, and of its neurons to move between networks. Investigation of the mechanisms underlying these properties supports this contention. First, the changes in network activity induced by modulator application often cannot be explained solely by the changes the modulator induces in the neurons it directly affects. Instead, due to the dense synaptic connectivity of the network, changes in directly affected neurons alter the activity of nondirectly affected neurons, and the response of directly affected neurons is altered by their interactions with nondirectly affected neurons [44]. The response of the network is thus distributed across the network, and cannot be understood except by considering the network as a whole.

Second, this distributed action is also seen in network switches. For instance, cardiac sac network activation by a stomatogastric sensory input switches the VD neuron to the cardiac sac network (because the neuron loses its plateau properties, and so fires when the inferior ventricular nerve through fibers of the cardiac sac network fire – see figure 1c – but not after each AB/PD neuron inhibition). Input stimulation also changes IC neuron activity, but these changes occur solely due to the absence of VD neuron input to the IC neuron [56]. Third, examining the effects of VD or LP neuron removal from the network shows that in control saline, most of the synapses these neurons make have inconsistent or no effects on the firing of other pyloric neurons [75]. These synapses presumably did not evolve for no reason, and an attractive hypothesis is that they help generate network activity under other modulatory conditions. Fourth, modulatory inputs to stomatogastric networks can receive presynaptic inhibition from neurons of the network the inputs modulate [76–79]. As a consequence, although the inputs may fire very long bursts or even tonically, their input to the network will occur with the cycle period of the network (because the long bursts are inhibited at the input synapses by the presynaptic inhibition). As such, the synaptic connectivity and cellular properties of the stomatogastric networks, their interconnections, and their inputs cannot be understood except in the context of these being multifunctional networks with flexible boundaries.

Another extremely important point about how the pyloric network functions is its history dependence. History dependence arises in this network via two mechanisms. The first is that some cellular properties, notably the time it takes for neurons to reach plateau after inhibition, vary as a function of the cycle period and duration of the inhibitions the neurons receive. This has been best investigated with the PY neurons, in which rebound time increases with cycle period [80]. The delays between neuron bursts must increase if the ‘same’ pattern is to be produced as network cycle period changes, and this property thus presumably partially underlies the ability of the pyloric network to produce the ‘same’ pattern at different cycle periods. This shifting of rebound delay with cycle period, however, is only half that necessary to explain the observed data. The rest of this ability likely stems from a history dependence of synaptic strength on inhibition, cycle period and duration [81–83]. Both of these history-dependent processes vary slowly (over several seconds), and thus network activity at any time is a function of an average of network activity for several prior cycles. Activity in the pyloric network (and presumably the other stomatogastric networks) is thus not only distributed across the component neurons and synapses of the network, but also across time.

**Peripheral Integration via Sensory Feedback**

The lobster stomach is richly endowed with sensory neurons [84], but in most cases, their function is unknown. Two systems that have been investigated function, in part, to allow movements in one stomach region to alter the movements of other regions. These data thus support the impression made by the extensive internetwork synaptic connections, and coordinated changes in network activity, that coordinated stomach movements are functionally important. The first sensory pathway is triggered by pyloric distention, but induces cardiac sac network bursts [85], which result in cardiac sac dilation. An attractive hypothesis is that this pathway serves to transfer food from the pylorus to the gastric mill and cardiac sac if the pylorus becomes excessively full. The second is triggered by gastric mill movements [46, 86, 87]. One target of this input is the gastric mill network itself, for which it presumably serves as a typical, cycle-by-cycle proprioceptive feedback loop. However, this input also targets the pyloric network. Due to the long duration movements of the gastric mill, this receptor fires long bursts lasting for several pyloric cycles, during which the pyloric cycling is disrupted (fig. 2e). Subsequent to the bursts, pyloric cycle frequency increases for up to a min-
ute. The input thus serves to both coordinate the two networks and modulate pyloric activity.

**Peripheral Integration via Slow Muscle Properties**

Many stomatogastric muscles contract and relax very slowly — some taking many seconds to fully relax. For the slow cardiac sac and gastric mill networks, this is not a concern, as even very slow muscles could still fully relax between one burst and the next of their innervating neuron. The muscles innervated by the rapid pyloric network, however, cannot fully relax between neuron bursts (fig. 2f), and their contractions therefore temporally summate (fig. 2g). If the pyloric network were not slowly modified in time with the gastric mill and cardiac sac rhythms, pyloric muscle contractions would thus, once the temporal summation was finished, consist of phasic contractions in time with the pyloric bursts riding on a sustained, tonic contraction (fig. 2g) [88]. However, pyloric activity is modified in gastric mill and cardiac sac time, and the tonic contraction component of the slow muscles varies with these modifications [33, 34]. These variations can be the primary rhythmic motor output of some slow muscles (fig. 2h), even though no gastric mill or cardiac sac motor neuron innervates them.

**Gill Ventilation**

**Overview**

Ventilation in decapod crustacea is produced by rhythmic dorsoventral movements of the scaphognathite (SG) of the second maxilla, which pumps water through the branchial chamber and over the gills. Five depressor and levator muscles control SG movement [89]. SG movement can pump water in either of two directions, corresponding to forward and reverse ventilation. In forward ventilation, water enters at the base of the legs and exits via anterior exhalent channels under the antennae. Forward pumping is the prevalent mode in *Carcinus maenas*. In reverse ventilation, the recruitment sequence of levator and depressor muscle subgroups is changed such that water enters through the anterior channels and exits at the base of the legs. The forward to reverse transition always occurs between the depressor and levator bursts, at which time there is nearly equal pressure between the pumping chamber and the branchial chamber [90]. Motor program switching at this time would thus minimize backwash of fluid into the pumping chamber, which could mechanically perturb the SG blade.

*The Ventilatory CPG Is Composed of Interneurons and Motor Neurons*

When the thoracic ganglion and appropriate nerves are removed from the animal, spontaneous rhythmic motor neuron spike bursts corresponding to forward and reverse ventilation are observed (fig. 3a, b). As in the animal, forward ventilation is most common, with bouts of reverse ventilation, and ventilatory pauses, occurring infrequently. Unlike the stomatogastric system, the CPG contains large numbers of premotor interneurons. Although originally thought to be a single endogenously oscillating nonspiking neuron [91], the interneuronal ventilatory CPG was later shown to consist of at least two [92], and is now known in the crab, *C. maenas*, to consist of 8, nonspiking interneurons [CPGi interneurons (CPGi) 1–8] [93]. Figure 3c shows extracellular recordings of the activity of all the ventilatory motor neurons, and intracellular recordings from a depressor motorneuron and one CPGi. The network displays all the defining characteristics of a true CPG. The interneurons exhibit large-amplitude (10–35 mV) membrane potential oscillations during forward and reverse ventilation, and no oscillations during pauses. In the in vitro preparation, no sensory feedback loops are present, and the interneurons do not receive phasic nonCPG descending input. Injecting intracellular current pulses into any interneuron can reset the rhythm.

All the interneurons are restricted to a single hemiganglion, there is one (and only one) of each interneuron type per hemiganglion, and intracellular current injection affects only the activity of the hemiganglion containing the interneuron. These data indicate that separate CPGs produce the left and right SG ventilatory patterns [93], and are consistent with data showing that the left and right ventilatory rhythms are generated and controlled independently [90, 91, 94]. Moreover, it reinforces the hypothesis that the loose phase coupling observed between bilateral CPGs [94] is mediated by the nonspiking frequency modulating interneurons (FMis; see below) [95] rather than midline crossing CPGi interconnections.

The interneuron synaptic connectivity pattern is unknown because the primary method of demonstrating synapses, one-for-one constant-delay matching of postsynaptic potential and presynaptic spikes, is unavailable in a network of nonspiking neurons. However, neuron membrane potential trajectories, data from current injection experiments (to see if neuron hyperpolarizations and depolarizations reverse), and voltage clamp recordings showing appropriately timed inward and outward currents suggest that the interneurons receive both excitatory and inhibitory inputs from the rest of the network.
Whether network rhythmicity arises from endogenous oscillatory properties or a nonspiking equivalent of half-center oscillation is also unknown. Current injection into single interneurons does not reliably elicit excitatory or inhibitory responses from a single or groups of motor neurons, suggesting that motor neurons receive input from multiple CPGis. Sustained CPGi hyperpolarization can, however, excite some ventilatory motor neurons, which may indicate that, as has been demonstrated in other arthropod nervous systems [67, 96], the CPGis continuously release transmitter in a graded manner. Current pulse injection into the motor neurons also resets the rhythm, and thus these neurons are also part of the ventilatory CPG, but the synaptic connectivity among them, and to the interneurons, is again unknown.

**Motor Neuron Properties**

Ventilatory motor neurons exhibit large-amplitude (15–30 mV) membrane potential oscillations (fig. 3c, trace 4; fig. 3d, trace 2). Motor neuron bursting had initially been attributed to cyclic inhibition from the ventilatory CPG onto neurons that otherwise would fire tonically [97, 98]. However, a subsequent study showed that the motor neurons possess plateau properties [99]. When ventilatory motor neurons are hyperpolarized by intracellular current injection, the large-amplitude membrane potential oscillations are abolished, and only small (5–8 mV) oscillations in phase with the motor pattern remain. Injecting a brief depolarizing current pulse induces a large amplitude plateau potential and a burst of action potentials that lasts until it is terminated by inhibitory input from the rest of the network (fig. 3e, bottom trace). Injecting brief hyperpolarizing current pulses during the bursts of normally cycling motor neurons, however, does not terminate the plateaus as it should if only the plateau supports the bursts. It is thus likely the motor neurons also receive excitatory synaptic drive during their bursts. Plateau potentials are found in all motor neurons of both the forward and reverse populations.

Ventilatory motor neuron burst endings are therefore likely due to cyclic synaptic inhibition from the ventilatory CPG, as has been proposed previously [97], whereas burst beginnings are due to plateau potentials triggered either by postinhibitory rebound or excitatory input from the rest of the network. However, the presence of a plateau potential removes the need for the CPG to supply excitatory drive to the motor neurons throughout the burst duration.

**Starting, Stopping, and Changing the Frequency of Ventilatory Rhythms**

Descending fibers that stop, start, and alter ventilation period are present in nerves connecting the brain and the thoracic ganglia [94]. Three FMis (FMi1–3) have been identified that have somata and processes in the subesophageal ganglion and are apparently intercalated between the descending fibers and the ventilatory CPG. Changing FMi membrane potential by intracellular current injection can start and stop ventilation, and alter ventilation frequency in a graded manner across the physiologically observed range [95]. All three FMis project bilaterally into the left and right CPG neuropil, but changing FMi1 membrane potential alters only the rhythm of the CPG ipsilateral to its soma (fig. 3f). FMi2 and FMi3, alternatively, modulate the rhythm of both CPGs. Ventilation frequency increases with FMi1 depolarization, and decreases with FMi1 hyperpolarization; the reverse is true of FMi2 and FMi3. The FMis receive cyclic synaptic input in phase with the ventilatory rhythm and thus cycle through their normal phase by synaptic inhibition from the ventilatory CPG.
with it. This input is of a polarity (excitatory for FMi1, inhibitory for FMi2 and FMi3) that would act as a positive feedback loop on ventilatory cycle frequency. Injecting brief current pulses into any FMi resets the rhythm, and thus these neurons are part of the CPG network.

The changes in CPG neuron or synaptic properties that cause the rhythm to start, stop, and change frequency are little known. An important component of rhythm stopping, however, is cessation of motor neuron plateau potential ability [99]. Plateau property expression thus depends on influences from the ventilatory CPG or from descending inputs to the motor neurons parallel to, or the same as, those that activate the CPG. Modulation of plateau expression has been observed in several other invertebrate and vertebrate motor systems [56, 100–105].

**Ventilatory Rhythms Maintain Phase as Their Cycle Frequency Changes**

Changing cycle period raises the difficulty of whether the ‘same’ pattern is produced at different cycle periods. That is, if neuron B fires 2 s after neuron A when the cycle period is 4 s, neuron B begins to fire half way through the pattern. If neuron B continues to fire 2 s after neuron A when the period is 3 s, neuron B now begins to fire three quarters through the pattern (and thus the slow and fast patterns are not the ‘same’ in that, were a plot of the slow pattern reduced along the time axis by 25%, the two patterns would not overlap). Even more extremely, if the period decreased to 1 s, neuron B could not fire at all. Systems that maintain constant time delays between events in the motor pattern thus produce motor outputs in which phase (delay between events divided by period) varies with cycle frequency, whereas systems that maintain phase must increase or decrease the time between events as cycle frequency changes. Both constant delay and constant phase-maintaining systems are observed [64, 106–112].

Ventilation occurs in vivo at frequencies of 40 to over 300 cycles per minute, an 8-fold range [113, 114]. Cinematography of SG movements is unavailable, and it is thus unclear if motor pattern movements maintain phase (that is, that each movement proportionally changes) as cycle period is altered across this range. However, in vitro recordings show that motor neuron output maintains phase over a 7-fold range of network cycle period [115]. If movement faithfully reflects motor neuron activity in this system, movements would thus be expected to maintain phase. Phase maintenance over this large (300–2,100 ms) period range requires that neural pattern time delays change up to 800 ms. Intracellular recordings show that motor neuron membrane potential trajectory changes little as cycle period is altered. However, recordings from the interneurons reveal that the rise and fall slopes of their membrane potential oscillations change proportionally with cycle period changes [115].

These data imply that phase maintenance is critical to gill bailing function. Comparison of phase-maintaining and non-phase-maintaining motor patterns suggests a possible reason. Non-phase-maintaining motor patterns (e.g. walking) often have distinct power vs. return strokes; phase is not maintained because at all cycle periods the return stroke is about as rapid as it can be, and thus period can only change by changing return stroke duration. Phase-maintaining motor patterns (e.g. airstepping) generally do not have clearly differentiated power and return phases. The SG moves as follows. Beginning with the anterior tip of the blade being levated and the posterior depressed, the anterior tip then depresses and the posterior tip levates, after which the anterior again levates and the posterior depresses [89]. Pumping occurs both when the anterior depresses and the posterior levates, and when the anterior levates and the posterior depresses, and thus the pattern does not have distinct power vs. return strokes [116]. Pump function is well maintained as cycle period changes – ventilation volume and branchial pressure gradient are exactly proportional to ventilation frequency [117], and pump efficiency remains a constant 85% over a wide range of ventilatory frequencies [118].

Without a detailed understanding of SG biomechanics, it is impossible to prove that motor neuron phase maintenance is required for this high maintenance of pump function as cycle period changes. Consideration of SG anatomy and neuromuscular control, however, suggests this may be the case. The SG is flexible, and the anterior and posterior tips are independently controlled. Thus (although it never occurs in the animal), if motor neuron phase relationships were not maintained, the anterior tip, for instance, could depress long before the posterior tip levates, which would destroy pumping. Ventilatory phase maintenance may thus serve two purposes. First, tight maintenance at blade tip transitions causes one tip to start its transition immediately after the opposite tip is maximally levated or depressed. This maximizes expelled fluid and minimizes the time that both tips are in the same (levated or depressed) position. Second, phase maintenance during the remainder of the motor pattern may produce smooth, coordinated blade movements, preventing discontinuities in SG movement that might decrease pump efficiency.
Switching between Forward and Reverse Ventilation

A major change in reverse ventilation is that the motor neurons that innervate the L2 and D2 muscles, and which are active during forward ventilation, stop firing, and the muscles are driven instead by a set of reversal specific motor neurons [89, 119]. These ‘reversal’ motor neurons are cyclically inhibited during forward ventilation but do not fire; their recruitment in reverse ventilation is apparently due to a tonic depolarizing drive during this time. Reversal motor neuron depolarization by intracellular current during forward ventilation results in these neurons firing bursts at the phase of the ventilatory cycle appropriate for reverse ventilation. A neuron switch also occurs on the CPGi level, the peak-to-peak amplitude of CPGi1 increases, and that of CPGi5 decreases, during reverse ventilation. The decrease in CPGi5 amplitude is sufficient that the neuron likely stops releasing transmitter, and is thus no longer a functional element of the ventilatory CPG. Whether the changes in CPGi1 are also large enough to constitute a switch (with it functioning with the CPG only during reversed ventilation) is not clear, but its input to the CPG is clearly greater during reversed ventilation. The oscillatory amplitudes of the other 6 CPGis are unchanged in forward and reverse ventilation.

A reversal switch interneuron (RSi1) that depolarizes when ventilation reverses, and remains depolarized during reverse ventilation, has been identified (fig. 3g) [120]. RSi1 depolarization by current injection reverses ventilation for the duration of the step (fig. 3h), and RSi1 hyperpolarization during reverse ventilation terminates the reverse motor program. Brief depolarizing current pulses injected into RSi1 reset the forward rhythm, but only if applied at certain phases in the pattern, suggesting that RSi1 has access to the ventilatory CPG during only specific portions of the cycle. Hyperpolarizing pulses never reset forward ventilation, suggesting that RSi1 is not a component of the CPG during forward ventilation. An attractive hypothesis is that RSi1 causes reversal by inhibiting the forward ventilation L2 and D2 motor neurons and CPGi5 and exciting the reversal-specific motor neurons and CPGi1. Anterior branches of RSi1 are close to where the FMis span the thoracic ganglion, and FMi2 is tonically hyperpolarized during reversed ventilation. The posterior branch of RSi1 could provide a mechanism for the correlation between the onset of reverse ventilation and tachycardia [121, 122], as the cardiac accelerator and inhibitor neurons lie posterior to the ventilatory neuropil.

Gating of Sensory Input to the Ventilatory CPG

The only SG proprioceptor is the oval organ, located adjacent to the SG flexion axis [123]. The oval organ is innervated by three afferent neurons with somata in the thoracic ganglion; depending on the species, the afferents can be either spiking (lobster [124]) or nonspiking (crab [125]). Depolarizing or hyperpolarizing current pulses injected into a single afferent reset the ventilatory rhythm. Imposed SG movement in the lobster elicits afferent action potentials during both levation and depression [123], and pressure recordings in intact crab branchial chambers reveal two negative pressure pulses per cycle [116]. Although this would seem to indicate that oval organ afferent input would reach the ventilatory CPG twice per cycle, intracellular recordings from crab oval organs show that afferent central processes are inhibited in phase with the ventilatory motor pattern (fig. 3i). The inhibition blocks afferent input to the ventilatory CPG for approximately 50% of the cycle period, which likely includes one of the two pressure pulses per cycle [89]. This restriction of sensory input to one phase of the motor pattern may prevent sensory input from reaching the CPG at an inappropriate time, and may be analogous to primary afferent depolarization [126], which is also believed to modulate reflex pathways so as to prevent inappropriately timed input during rhythmic motor pattern generation [127–129].

Cardiac CPG

Overview

The cardiac ganglion drives the heart in a very stereotyped and stable rhythm [130]. In most crustacea, the ganglion contains 9 neurons (range, 6–16) located in or on the heart. The neurons are functionally and anatomically subdivided into 4 small posterior interneurons and 5 large anterior heart motor neurons (fig. 4a). The dendrites of both neuron types extend out of the ganglion onto the surface of the heart. The large cells have a peripheral spike-initiating zone, and may have multiple spike-initiating zones. Bursts begin with a high firing rate that decreases during the burst, and have only a small number of spikes. For each neuron, the temporal pattern of individual action potentials in the bursts is highly reproducible across cycles [131].

Network Synaptic Connectivity

Each small cell makes excitatory glutamatergic synapses with all large neurons [132]; both axon-axonal and
axosomatic synapses are present [133]. All cardiac neurons are also electrically coupled [134, 135]. These synapses significantly attenuate action potentials, but transmit slow potentials (pacemaker and driver potentials) throughout the network. No synaptic potentials have been observed in small cells, but the possibility of graded synaptic input has not been tested. Nitric oxide has been suggested to be an intrinsic neuromodulator of the network [136].

**Rhythogenesis in vivo May Involve a Proprioceptive Feedback Loop**

An intact heart that is not mechanically stressed by suspension via ligaments or stretched by internal perfusion pressure does not generate rhythmic movements [137], and cardiac neurons in such quiescent hearts do not fire rhythmic spike bursts [131]. However, in situ preparations where the heart is stretched will generate a rhythm, as do mechanically stimulated intact preparations [131, 137]. These data suggest that proprioceptive feedback (via cardiac neuron dendrites on the heart) from CPG-induced movements help maintain CPG activity. Direct evidence of this is provided by data showing that mechanical stimulation of the heart wall affects the cardiac rhythm on a cycle-by-cycle basis [138]. Intracellular recordings from large cells show that spontaneous heart contractions, or stretch-induced increases in heart muscle tension, hyperpolarize the neurons and induce a rebound burst in the neurons after the stretch (fig. 4b). Depolarization latency decreases with increased stretch amplitude and duration, and repetitive mechanical stimulation entrains the network. The cardiac neurons may thus be part of a one-neuron reflex feedback loop in which the contraction caused by one cardiac burst helps induce the neuron depolarization responsible for the rhythm’s next burst.

Contrary to this explanation, however, is the observation that isolated cardiac ganglia are rhythmic. This rhythmicity is due to slowly depolarizing pacemaker currents in the small cells that eventually trigger them to burst (see below). A possible reconciliation of these conflicting data is that dissection of the cardiac ganglion from the heart results in an injury current which is the (nonphysiological) basis of the small cell pacemaker currents. Large cells maintained in cell culture produce spontaneous driver potentials [139], but these are not seen in intact networks, and thus may result from changes in large cell membrane conductances induced by long-term synaptic isolation and cell culture conditions.

**Fig. 4.** Cardiac ganglion and swimmeret systems. a Schematic of *C. maenas* cardiac ganglion. Cells numbered using the nomenclature of Alexandrowicz [145]. LC = Large cell; SC = small cell. b Schematic of cardiac ganglion (CG) neuron membrane potential and heart tension. Cardiac ganglion motor neuron (large-cell) firing increases heart tension. The increase in tension hyperpolarizes the neuron, which may assist burst termination and increase neuron after-burst hyperpolarization. When the heart relaxes, the neuron undergoes postinhibitory rebound, which may advance the following burst. Modified from Sakurai and Wilkens [138]. These data suggest that proprioceptive feedback (via cardiac neuron dendrites on the heart) from CPG-induced movements help maintain CPG activity. Direct evidence of this is provided by data showing that mechanical stimulation of the heart wall affects the cardiac rhythm on a cycle-by-cycle basis [138]. Intracellular recordings from large cells show that spontaneous heart contractions, or stretch-induced increases in heart muscle tension, hyperpolarize the neurons and induce a rebound burst in the neurons after the stretch (fig. 4b). Depolarization latency decreases with increased stretch amplitude and duration, and repetitive mechanical stimulation entrains the network. The cardiac neurons may thus be part of a one-neuron reflex feedback loop in which the contraction caused by one cardiac burst helps induce the neuron depolarization responsible for the rhythm’s next burst.

**Active Neuron Properties Underlie the in vitro Rhythm**

Much of this work has been done with isolated cardiac ganglia. Under these conditions, cardiac CPG rhythmicity may arise in part from a nonphysiological ‘leak’ current in the small cells. Nonetheless, if interpreted in light of most recent results, the isolated ganglion data are valuable for understanding cardiac rhythogenesis. The in vitro rhythm results from active, plateau-like properties termed driver potentials (fig. 4c). In the in vitro preparation, the small cells spontaneously slowly depolarize (presumably from the injury current noted above), and eventually reach the driver potential threshold, which induces a spike burst. These spikes excite the large cells, which are then driven over the driver potential threshold and produce a spike burst as well. Large-cell synchrony is assured by the electrical coupling among the neurons.

Large-cell driver potentials have been most studied because the potentials in these neurons arise at a site electrically distant from the spike initiation zone, and driver potential currents are thus easily separable from action potential currents. The driver potential threshold and amplitude are proportional to the stimulation rate – increasing the time between depolarizing inputs decreases the activation threshold and increases the potential am-
plitude – but depolarization of isolated (ligatured or TTX treated) large cells above –45 mV generally triggers a driver potential. Physiological cardiac cycle periods are approximately 1 s, but lowest activation thresholds and maximum driver potential amplitudes occur with an interstimulation interval of ≥10 s. The driver potentials primarily depend on a voltage-dependent Ca\(^{2+}\) current, but three potassium currents (fast I\(_{a}\), slowly inactivating I\(_{k}\), and the calcium-dependent I\(_{K_{Ca}}\)), a noninactivating sodium current, and I\(_{h}\), a hyperpolarizing outward current, are also present in cardiac ganglion neurons [140–144].

Combining these data and the proprioceptive driving data gives the following hypothesis for cardiac rhythm in vivo (fig. 4d). The tension induced by the previous heartbeat hyperpolarizes the large and small cells due to mechanosensitive conductances in their dendrites. This hyperpolarization induces postinhibitory rebound in the neurons, and this, possibly in combination with a small-cell depolarizing pacemaker current, results in the small cells depolarizing above driver potential threshold and firing a burst. The postinhibitory rebound also induces a driver potential in the large cells, and these driver potentials passively conduct toward the distant spike initiation zones of the large cells. The combined small-cell excitatory input and the decremented large-cell driver potentials drive the large-cell spike initiation zones above threshold. Large-cell spikes induce another heart contraction, and the cycle repeats.

**Swimmeret System**

**Overview**

Swimmerets are paired appendages (2 per segment) located on the ventral side of 4 adjacent abdominal segments. Swimmeret beating aids forward swimming, burrow ventilation, egg ventilation in gravid females, and postural control. The swimmerets of each segment beat in phase; power and return motor neurons fire in strict antiphase (fig. 4e). Swimmerets in adjacent segments beat with a fixed anterior-posterior phase relationship that results in a posterior to anterior metachronal wave of beating along the body axis (fig. 4f) [156]. The swimmeret system was the first example of both a centrally generated motor pattern [10, 156–158] and of 'command' neurons – neurons that start and stop CPG rhythm [159]. The system has more recently served as an experimental and computational model for investigating coupled oscillator networks (phase-locked CPGs that coordinate the activity of multiple body segments).

**Cellular Basis of Pattern Generation within a Single Segment**

If the intersegmental connectives are cut, each ganglion generates an independent swimmeret rhythm in which the 2 swimmerets of each segment still beat in phase. When the ganglion is bisected along the midline, the 2 swimmerets continue to beat, but their activity is no longer coordinated. The swimmeret rhythm is thus generated by chains of serially repeated pairs of CPGs, one in each hemiganglion, that are interconnected both bilaterally across the midline and across body segments.

Current injection into swimmeret motor neurons resets the rhythm, and it was originally proposed that the motor neurons were an important part of the CPG [160]. It has since been shown that the synaptic connections among the motor neurons, and from them to the CPGs, are weak and that the motor neurons are not required for normal CPG activity [161]. The actual CPG is composed of interneurons. Eight interneurons that alter motor neuron activity are present in each hemiganglion. Current injection into 4 of these can reset the rhythm (which are thus presumably members of the CPG). The synaptic interconnections of the CPG neurons have not been experimentally determined by paired neuron recordings, but the hypothetical model shown in figure 4g (dashed box) is consistent with observed interneuron activity. Current injection into the other 4 interneurons changes motor neuron firing strength, but cannot reset the rhythm. Two of these neurons oscillate with the CPG (the activity...
of the others is unknown). None of the interneurons are spiking, and thus the entire 8-neuron ensemble functions via graded synaptic transmission alone.

Swimmeret motor neurons use GABA [162, 163] and glutamate [164, 165] as transmitters, and are inhibited by GABA and glutamate [161]. All CPGi to motor neuron connections are inhibitory, and it is therefore tempting to speculate that the CPGs use GABA or glutamate as transmitters. However, picrotoxin (which blocks GABAergic synapses in this system) does not abolish CPG rhythmicity [161]. The basis of motor neuron firing is unknown. Two possibilities [166] are tonic excitatory drive to the motor neurons (from unknown sources) which inhibitory input from the CPG transforms into bursts and motor neuron endogenous properties (e.g. postsynaptic potentials in phase with action potentials), as is seen in the stomatogastric, ventilatory, and cardiac ganglion systems.

With respect to intrasegmental coordination of the 2 swimmerets, there are 5 bilaterally projecting interneurons in each ganglion, 2 of which are spiking [167]. Interneurons 1A and 1B receive discrete, presumably action-potential-induced, postsynaptic potentials in phase with the coupled CPG activity, and TTX (which blocks action potential production) uncouples the activity of the 2 swimmerets [168]. These data suggest that at least 1 of the bilaterally projecting spiking interneurons coordinates the 2 swimmeret CPGs of each segment.

**Intersegmental Coordination**

Three bilaterally symmetrical, segmentally repeated interneurons mediate intersegmental coordination [169, 170]. Recordings from coordinating axons in the interganglionic connectives, and experiments in which coupling was maintained between nonneighboring ganglia when synaptic transmission in single intervening ganglia was blocked with low Ca²⁺/high Mg²⁺ saline, show that the intersegmental coordinating interneurons extend at least 2 ganglia from their ganglion of origin [171, 172]. TTX abolishes intersegmental coordination, which thus depends on action potentials. CPGi oscillations are also more variable in TTX, suggesting that intersegmental or bilateral (since 2 of the unisegmental bilateral interneurons are also spiking) connections refine or stabilize the motor pattern via spike-mediated timing signals.

Metachronal phase coupling is maintained in two ganglia chains [173]. The synaptic connectivity from the CPGi (and/or motor neurons) onto the intersegmental coordinating interneurons, and from the intersegmental coordinating interneurons onto CPGi (and/or motor neurons), have not been experimentally determined. Theoretical work with coupled oscillator chains suggests that one way a metachronal wave can arise is if there is an anterior to posterior increase in the inherent cycle periods of the individual oscillators of the chain. However, the cycle period of isolated segment CPGs does not increase from anterior to posterior segments, nor does altering anterior ganglion CPG cycle period alter the metachronal wave [174, 175]. This mechanism is thus unlikely to underlie the observed intersegmental coordination. An alternative mechanism is based on the observation that ascending intersegmental coordination interneurons fire in phase with interneuron 2A, and descending intersegmental coordination interneurons with interneuron 1B. Comparison of modeling and experimental data [176, 177] suggests that patterns in figure 4g, in which ascending interneurons inhibit interneuron 1A and excite interneuron 1B, and descending interneurons inhibit interneuron 1A and either inhibit interneuron 2A or excite interneuron 1B, best fit the data.

**Extrinsic Control of the Swimmeret System**

Descending interneurons can start the swimmeret rhythm and alter its frequency [108, 159, 178, 179]. Immunohistochemical work and comparison of interneuron stimulation and modulator application shows that these inputs use at least proctolin (excitation) and octopamine (inhibition) [180–183]. Serotonin [182], dopamine [184], the cholinergic agonists pilocarpine and nicotine [185], and the peptide CCAP also modulate swimmeret activity; CCAP-like immunoreactivity is present in the region of the abdominal ganglia where the CPGi are located [186].

**Proprioceptive Feedback**

Cuticular receptors, strain-sensitive hypodermal mechanoreceptors, setae, and hairs are present on the abdomen and respond to swimmeret and water movements [187–190]. Feedback from these sources is not required for individual CPG activity or bilateral and intersegmental coordination, but maintaining these feedback loops amplifies and reinforces system activity [187], and some [191], but not all [192], can entrain the rhythm. The feedback is rapid enough that cycle-by-cycle modification of the rhythm is possible [188]. Proprioceptive feedback may also play a role in maintaining intersegmental coordination [193]. As in the ventilatory system, several sensory neurons are nonspiking [191, 192] and receive cyclic input in phase with central activity that may serve to modulate or gate sensory feedback.
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